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This evidence is presented by the Leverhulme Trust-funded ‘Lowering the Voting 
Age across the UK’ project research team. The project is currently undertaking the 
first study of historical and contemporary debates concerning voting age reform 
across the whole of the UK and internationally. This holistic research project includes 
analyses of the implementation and effects of lowering the voting age to 18 in 1969; 
debates about ‘Votes at 16’; the impacts of voting age reform on youth political 
socialisation and participation; examination of international evidence; and voting 
rights and transitions to adulthood. Research methodologies include a UK-wide 
survey of under- and over-18s; interviews with politicians, policy-makers, civil society 
leaders, and young people; focus groups with diverse groups of 14-24 year-olds; and 
analysis of archival and contemporary data.  
 
This submission is part of a wider engagement strategy to inform and enrich policy-
making regarding reform of the electoral franchise and candidacy rights across the 
United Kingdom. We believe there are valuable lessons emanating from the 
progressive lowering of the voting age in Scotland which might aid the current 
consideration of the extension of the franchise and candidacy.  
 
Extending the Franchise: Voter Democratic Education and Participation 
The voting age was first lowered to 16 in the UK for the Scottish Independence 
Referendum held in 2014. The Scottish Government subsequently lowered the 
voting age to 16 for local, national, and some referenda in 2015. Since then, 16 and 
17 year-olds have been enfranchised to vote in the 2016 Scottish parliamentary 
elections, and the 2017 Scottish local elections. They have not been franchised 
however by the UK government for the 2015 and 2017 UK general elections or the 
2016 European Union referendum or 2019 European Union Parliamentary election.  
 
Emergent evidence from Scotland relating to the lowering of age of the franchise is 
potentially instructive in terms of the future extensions of the franchise being 
considered in this bill. The 2014 Scottish independence referendum saw an 
exceptional turnout of 75 per cent of under-18s, who voted in significantly larger 
numbers when compared with the 54 per cent of 18-24 year-olds (Electoral 
Commission, 2015). Voting age reform implemented for the Scottish 2014 
independence referendum provided significant but bespoke opportunities for newly-
enfranchised voters to learn about politics and engage in political debate. Research 
by Dr Jan Eichhorn and his team based at the University of Edinburgh has 
highlighted that 16 and 17 year-old voters were as politically engaged, literate, and 
autonomous in their participation as older voters during the referendum. Voting age 
reform in Scotland has had a marked positive effect on youth political interest and 
activism when compared with young people in the rest of the UK. In a significant 
number of schools, colleges, universities, and communities, young people were 
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offered and took up opportunities to learn about and discuss the referendum. 
Eichhorn’s research confirmed that newly-enfranchised voters who were provided 
opportunities to engage and participate in debates about the referendum were more 
likely to vote.  
 
However, the introduction of ‘Votes at 16’ in Scotland in 2014 raised important 
questions about the extent of democratic engagement and participation of newly-
enfranchised voters when compared to the remainder of the electorate. The 
independence referendum was an exceptional political exercise and it was not 
surprising that many newly-enfranchised voters were democratically socialised and 
energised to vote. Indeed, it would have been somewhat surprising they were not 
when considering that over the two-year course of the campaign, young people were 
offered numerous opportunities to engage with and debate the independence 
question. Moreover, there was significant coverage in the media and online that both 
informed and motivated newly-enfranchised voters to participate in various ways 
during the independence campaign.  
 
There has however been scant interest in assessing why the turnout of under-18s in 
the Scottish independence referendum was 10 per cent lower that the average of 85 
per cent. Although subsequent local and national elections in Scotland have seen a 
slight increase in the overall turnout, this is largely attributed to the participation of 
older voters civically energised by the independence issue. 16 and 17- year-olds 
have continued to vote at lower levels both in terms of absolute turnout and in 
relation to most cohorts of older voters (Electoral Commission, 2017).  
 
Of particular note in terms of this call for evidence, the first cohorts of 16-17 year-old 
voters have not had consistent opportunities to learn about politics and gain the 
necessary skills to vote. Our research highlights that citizenship education can have 
a significant positive impact on youth democratic socialisation when delivered well. 
Citizenship education was introduced in Scotland in schools and colleges the late 
1990s, and is delivered via cross-curricula and whole-school approaches. Like the 
rest of the United Kingdom, the provision of citizenship education in Scotland has 
suffered from a common lack of curriculum time, trained teachers, or resources.  
 
Although one-third of young people in Scotland access political education via 
Modern Studies, a significant majority do not receive significant instruction during 
their primary and secondary education. The introduction of a universal programme of 
political education was not considered by policy-makers to supplement the extension 
of the franchise to 16 for Scottish local and national elections. Research has proven 
that voters who feel they lack the requisite knowledge to register to vote, the political 
system, and the policy and ideological positions and policies of contending political 
parties and their candidates, are considerably less-likely to vote for the first time 
when enfranchised. This has significant implications for the development of voting as 
a life-long ‘habit’, and attitudes to democratic processes and systems.  
 
Extension of the franchise to 16 and 17 year-olds has not – as yet – encouraged a 
significant shift in political culture in Scotland to incentivise younger voters. Political 
parties still tend to focus policy-making disproportionately on older voters, thus 
overlooking and failing to motivate younger votes to the ballot box. As noted below, 
voting age reform has not encouraged more candidates or elected representatives 
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from their younger age cohorts. Young potential voters do not see themselves 
represented or their issues prioritised.  
 
We believe that there are a number of lessons to be learnt from the lowering age to 
16 in Scotland which are pertinent and relevant when considering the current bill: 
 

1) It is important to consider the provision of political education for newly 
enfranchised voters who may well not have access to many of the established 
forms of democratic socialisation (via family, community, or formal education). 
Those coming from other countries to settle in Scotland or who have been 
imprisoned are less likely to have had structured opportunities to learn about 
and gain experience of electoral registration and voting, as well an 
appreciation of the political system and party politics. 

2) Political parties need to consider how they incentivise and represent newly-
enfranchised voters, including approaches to policy-making and engagement. 
Traditional approaches often do not appeal to newly-enfranchised voters from 
non-traditional backgrounds. We recommend that political parties consider the 
spaces and places where these voters congregate to facilitate voter 
engagement and gain a greater understanding of their political priorities and 
interests.  

 
Candidature Rights 
There has been no substantial discussion of the potential reform of the age of 
candidacy in Scotland (or the rest of the United Kingdom) when considering reform 
of the age of enfranchisement. This situation is not atypical. The lowering of the 
voting age to 18 for all UK election in 1969 was not accompanied by a reduction in 
the age of candidacy. In 2003, the United Kingdom Government accepted the 
Electoral Commission’s recommendation to lower the age of candidacy to 18. This 
has not however led to any significant lowering either of the average ages of 
candidates standing in UK national or local elections, or of elected representatives. 
The lowering of the voting age to 16 in Scotland for local and national parliamentary 
elections in 2016 was not accompanied by reform of the age of candidacy. By 2019, 
the average age of the Scottish Parliament’s elected representatives has risen to 51. 
Research by the Improvement Service suggests that the average age of local 
councillors in Scotland in 2019 is 53. It is early days but as yet an extension of the 
franchise to 16 and 17 year-olds has not encouraged younger people to stand for 
election.  
 
We believe that there are a number of lessons to be learnt from the lowering age to 
16 in Scotland which are pertinent and relevant when considering the current bill: 
 

1) Consideration should be given to how newly-enfranchised citizens are able to 
learn about the role and duties of elected representatives and how to stand for 
office. This should be accompanied by official campaigning to encourage 
newly-enfranchised citizens to stand for election.  

2) Political parties should consider how they might encourage individuals from 
newly-enfranchised groups or communities might be encouraged to stand as 
a candidate for Scottish local and national elections.  
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